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Strategic vision

To position the HAL open archive as an infrastructure for scholarly communication, on top of which layers of value added services are deployed, to better support innovative practices.

HAL

HAL is the multidisciplinary open archive chosen by the whole French scientific and university community for the dissemination of knowledge. It is both a unique repository and an application, a shared platform for institutional archives, disciplinary repository and electronic theses.

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr

Episciences : overlay journals

Episciences.org is an innovative combination of the two routes of free access: the gold route by hosting journals in open access (overlay journals) and the green route where articles are submitted to these journals by depositing them in an open archive.

https://episciences.org

SciencesConf : conference management

Sciencesconf.org is a web platform for organisers of scientific conferences, workshops or meetings. It facilitates the different stages of organising a conference, from receipt of submissions to automatic printing of documents, including reviewing and programming of themes.

https://www.sciencesconf.org

Campus-AAR : audiovisual research archive

Digital environment project for the production, description and publication of scientific audio-visual archives. Its aim is to develop a roll-out software infrastructure and an array of terminology resources allowing a holder of archives to upload, analyse, exhibit, republish and research audio-visual resources.

http://campusaar.hypotheses.org
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